
Care Gap Management
Reimagined.   Redesigned.   Realtime.

View care gap status, at a glance, 
then take action.
Providers can easily understand key care gap 
metrics, including total number of open 
member care gaps. They can search and filter 
by practitioner, member or gap type, then 
take immediate actions to close gaps.

Quality Incentive Program earnings 
progress report.
Providers view incentive program estimated 
earnings progress updated daily including 
current level, the next nearest levels and the 
maximum incentive possible.

Manage the member roster.
Providers view members attributed to their 
provider group and can manage the member 
roster in real-time with a click of a button.

Performance dashboards give you 
actionable insights.
Providers can view key performance 
indicators for incentive program gap closure 
progress. Gaps are visually grouped together 
by type, such as Preventive Screenings, 
Chronic Disease Management. Drill down to 
see details, then click to take gap closing 
actions to improve member outcomes and 
Star ratings.

Close care gaps.
Providers attach medical records and close 
member care gaps with a simple, powerful, 
intuitive web interface.

Gap Validation
Your gap validators or Novillus certified 
coders use powerful, intuitive gap validation 
tools to manage the care gap lifecycle. A 
workflow engine ensures your business rules 
for gap closure are met.
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